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quotable

degrees of separation
“equity, my precious …”
Private equity and The Lord of the Rings may seem worlds
apart to most of us. Still, many a general partner will tell you
that a journey along the fundraising trail can be every bit as
tough as travelling from The Shire to Mordor and back
again. And there are other ways in which these two realms
connect. For instance, the degrees of separation between
Conni Jonsson, CEO of Scandinavian private equity group
EQT, and Gollum, the once-happy Hobbit whose love of the
“precious” One Ring means his interest is aligned with
nobody's.
n Conni Jonsson is one of Europe's most powerful investConni Jonsson
ment wizards. Backed by the mighty Wallenberg clan, he has
turned EQT into a major force in the buyout market. When
Jonsson prepares for a new fundraising adventure, he calls…
n Mounir Guen, aka Moose, the intrepid London-based fund placement pro who
knows the treacherous ways through the swamps of institutional Middle-earth like the
back of his hand. MVision, Moose's burgeoning enterprise that helped raise EQT's
latest fund, recently recruited…
n Caroline MacKay, a young Elf who looks after the firm's business administration.
Caroline might not be a private equity expert (yet), but she does know much about
Dwarves, Orks and Uruk-hai. In a previous life, Caroline was a member of the crew
that filmed the Rings trilogy in New Zealand. On the set, she worked closely with…
n Peter Jackson, the visionary director whose epic screen
adaptation of JRR Tolkien's immortal tale stands as probably the greatest piece of fantasy cinema ever completed.
Jackson's work is the reason why even 21st century audiences are intimately familiar with Tolkien's characters,
including…
n Gollum, the sad soul craving the power of the Ring he once
controlled. In the saga, Gollum becomes the unlikely guide of
brave Hobbits Frodo and Sam into Mordor. Needless to say
that Gollum would make an even more unlikely guide for
EQT's Jonsson, who in any case would have no use for this
troubled creature – for when he needs a guide, Conni works
Gollum
with Moose. n

art imitates carlyle, again
It just doesn't stop. The romantic image of
The Carlyle Group as secretive cabal is too
much for filmmakers and novelists to
resist. The latest Carlyle look-alike to pop
up in fiction appears in a new book from
humourist Christopher Buckley, who has
just released a satire of Middle-East politics
called Florence of Arabia. The book is
guaranteed to offend just about everyone.
A reviewer wrote recently: “To call

Buckley irreverent doesn't do justice to
reverence.” Buckley's new novel follows
the story of one Florence, a disgruntled US
State Department employee who travels on
a secret mission to the Kingdom of
Wasabia [sic] to agitate for women's rights.
During her adventures she encounters a
shadowy, powerful, money-grubbing
investment firm with its fingerprints all
over the Arab world called, ahem, The
Waldorf Group. We have to admit this one
gave us a chuckle.
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“We will take risks but
not indefinitely. We're
long-term investors, not
long-term idealists.”
Sandra Robertson,
head of alternative
assets at Wellcome
Trust and a panellist at
the EVCA technology
conference in
Barcelona, on the need
for European venture
capital to prove itself.

“Given that most of
these investments have
so far been dogs, the
question of fees is even
more relevant.”
An editorial in the Wall
Street Journal, arguing
that CalPERS is wrong
to refuse disclosure of
the fees it pays to
private equity fund
managers. The editorial
notes several underperforming investment
vehicles that “seem to
involve cronyism.”

